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Synne Lea
You and I (Du og jeg)
Picture Book | Cappelen Damm | 2018 | 64 pages

Grandfathers rowboat is ready, little brother runs ahead. They are going to row, play the letter
game, see the great ocean. But the girl in this story is hesitant. There is something that is hard to
talk about. One day all of this will be their, grandfather says. The boat, the rain cap, the camping
stove. But the girl does not want it. She only wants to keep her grandfather.
You and I is a story about loving someone, and about being afraid of loosing the one you love.
Cappelen Damm Agency | foreignrights@cappelendamm.no | www.cappelendammagency.no
So far sold to: Belgium, Denmark, Republic Of Korea, Romania

Alice Bjerknes Lima de Faria
The Bird Party (Fuglefesten)
Picture Book | Cappelen Damm | 2017 | 56 pages

Flapps is a nocturnal animal who gets bored when there's no one to play with. Everyone else
sleeps at night – just not Flapps!
Sometimes Mark plays with her, but tonight Mark has to go to bed earlier than usual. Mark was
invited to a birthday party at the birds' place. Flapps wasn't. So, she steals the invitation when
Mark is sleeping and goes herself. But the birds aren't particularly interested in having a visit from
Flapps. They want Mark, and there's a reason for that…
Cappelen Damm Agency | silje.mella@cappelendamm.no | www.cappelendammagency.no
So far sold to: Germany, Republic Of Korea,Sweden

Elisabeth Helland Larsen
I Am Death / I Am Life / I Am the Clown (Jeg er Døden / Jeg er Livet / Jeg er
Klovnen)
Picture Book (series) | Magikon | 2015-2016-2017 | 48 pages

In the first book we meet Death, in the shape of a kind and considerate person. Death’s job is to
collect everybody who is about to die – it may be insects and elephants, children and the old.
Death performs the task in as gentle and caring a manner as possible.
In the second book we meet Life, in the shape of a kind and considerate person. She is the one
who sets everything in motion. And what she loves the most is to give people strength and hope.
Together the first two books address fundamental questions of life in a beautiful and poetic way.
Magikon forlag | svein@magikon.no | www.magikon.no
So far sold to: I am Death sold to: Chinese, English, Farsi, German, Korean, Slovak, Spanish
I am Life sold to: Germany, Iran, South Korea, Spain, Taiwan, UK/USA
I Am The Clown sold to: French, Korean
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Lisa Aisato
A Fish for Luna (En fisk til Luna)
Picture Book | Gyldendal | 2014 | 40 pages

Luna can’t sleep. She opens her window and peeks out. There is something out there. Something
is gliding slowly between the houses. Is it a balloon? A flying fish? Luna’s parents say it is ugly and
that she can’t keep it, so Luna decides to help it back home. But it won’t say where home is.
All it says is “Ay”, “Yue”, “Kuu”, “Maan”, “Tsuki”, “Karoo” and “Kamar”. And it says “Luna”. With
great bravery Lisa Aisato explores life’s big issues and presents an original and fresh take on
subjects as human as loneliness and hope.
Oslo Literary Agency | evy@osloliteraryagency.no | www.osloliteraryagency.no
So far sold to: China (English rights in China), China (Simplified Chinese), Czech, Denmark, Iceland,
Macedonia

Mari Kanstad Johnsen
Scary Holiday (Livredd i Syden)
Picture Book | Gyldendal | 2013 | 32 pages

Everybody loves a holiday in the sun, except Maja. What's the point of standing in endless queues,
jumping from diving towers into waves that could throw anyone over? Luckily, Maja has Daddy
who is big and strong and fearless, so it doesn't matter much that Maja is a scaredy-cat. But what
happens when Daddy all of a sudden vanishes?
Gyldendal Agency | anne.cathrine.eng@gyldendal.no | http://eng.gyldendal.no/
So far sold to: French (Cambourakis), Spanish (Niño Studio), Swedish (Raben & Sjögren)

Yulia Horst
Tails Throughout Time (Halens historie)
Picture Book | Cappelen Damm | 2013 | 40 pages

This is a fantastically original picture book built on one simple yet alluring premise: What would
life be like if people had tails? A shrewd and lexical text combined with classic and beautiful
illustrations, Tails Throughout Time entices the reader to visit a hypothetical world – a world
populated by people with tails! We see how tails can be used to convey emotions, how they can
come in handy when we want to flirt a little, or even to poke fun at others. Tails Throughout Time
is a beautiful and charmingly outlandish picture book written in the style of a factbook, all about
the history of the tail. Illustrated by Daria Rychkova. Winner of the BolognaRagazzi Award Opera Prima 2014.
Cappelen Damm Agency | foreignrights@cappelendamm.no | www.cappelendamm.no
So far sold to: Arabic (Palestine), Chinese, Danish, French, Korean
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Kenneth Steven
The Story About How Dogs Got Wet Noses (Historia om korleis hunden fekk våt
snute)
Picture Book | Samlaget | 2012 | 32 pages

A fabulous twist on Noah's Ark - a lively retelling of the old fable about how dogs got wet noses.
When water floods the land, old Noah builds a huge ark and takes on board creepy-crawlies, farm
animals and wild animals of every type. While they are out at sea something awful happens, the
boat springs a leak! What on earth can they do? Luckily Noah knows a way.
llustrated by Øyvind Torseter.
HAGEN AGENCY by Eirin Hagen | hagency@online.no | www.hagenagency.no
So far sold to: Brazil, China, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Spain/Argentina, Sweden, Russia,
USA

Åshild Kanstad Johnsen
Block Makes a Museum (Kubbe lager museum)
Picture Book (Vol. I in a series) | Gyldendal | 2010 | 32 pages

Block likes to collect things he finds in the forest. There are so many treasures out there, he
thinks. He takes all these treasures home and puts them in nice boxes. But one day the boxes are
full! So Block opens his own museum. The museum is a great success. Almost too much so, Block
thinks... is he really supposed to have to queue up to go to his own bathroom for the rest of his
life?
Gyldendal Agency | anne.cathrine.eng@gyldendal.no | www.gyldendal.no
So far sold to: China, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Slovenia,
South Korea, Spain (Spanish and Catalan), Sweden, Taiwan, Turkey

Bjørn F. Rørvik
The Three Billy Goats Gruff at the Water Park (Bukkene Bruse på badeland)
Picture Book (Vol. I in a series) | Cappelen Damm | 2009 | 48 pages

The three Billy Goats Gruff are on their way to the meadow, as usual, to eat the green grass. But
along the road they find a New sign: Water Park – 200 meters. The Gruff brothers think this
sounds tempting. And maybe they won’t have to face the troll that is always waiting under the
bridge to scare them every time they head for the hills to buy waffles.
The water park is exciting, especially the long slide. But then the troll shows up…
Illustrated by Gry Moursund.
Cappelen Damm Agency | www.cappelendamm.no | rights@cappelendamm.no
So far sold to: China, Denmark, Faroe Islands, France, Germany, Japan, Macedonia, South Korea, Sweden
Also as animated e-book: South Korea
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Kari Stai
Yesper and Noper (Jakob og Neikob)
Picture Book (Vol. I in a series) | Samlaget | 2008 | 32 pages

Yesper and Noper live together in a house on top of a hill. They are good friends, even though they
are very different from each other. Jesper says “YES” to everything, and Noper says “NO” to
everything. Some days, Noper gets fed up with all the things Yesper has said YES to. The house is
filled to the brim with lamps and stuff they don’t need. In the end, Noper asks Yesper to move out,
and Yesper says YES immediately. So, they live on a YES mount and a NO mount, until one day
Yesper gets so tired of being alone, that he hatches a sneaky plan to get Noper to say yes to a car
ride. Awarded the Ministry of Culture's Prize for the best début work in 2008.
HAGEN AGENCY by Eirin Hagen | hagency@online.no | www.hagenagency.no
So far sold to: China, Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany, India (Indian-English, Hindu, Bengali), South
Korea, Uruguay

Anna Fiske
Hello Earth! (Hallo Jorda!)
Picture Book (series) | Cappelen Damm | 2007 | 40 pages

Hello Earth! is a search and find book. We follow six people on Earth for 16 hours. The reader can
also find a lot of other things that happen or change from one hour to the next. For example, the
small red car that’s always going the wrong way, or the giraffe that’s eating nearly all the leaves on
the tree, and the lady who’s knitting a really long scarf; all these can be found in the book.
Other titles in the series are: Hallo Byen! (2009) | Hallo Planeten! (2010) | Hallo der nede!
(2012) | Hallo Havet! (2014)
Cappelen Damm Agency | silje.mella@cappelendamm.no | www.cappelendamm.no
So far sold to: China, Denmark, South Korea

Stian Hole
Garmann’s Summer (Garmanns sommer)
Picture Book (Vol. I in a trilogy) | Cappelen Damm | 2006 | 44 pages

Summer is nearly over and Garmann is going to start school. He dreads it, and he tries to find out
if adults dread doing things, too. At the same time, he keeps checking if he’s got a loose tooth.
Garmann thinks about life and death, the present and the future. «What do you want to be when
you grow up?» Aunt Augusta whispers to him. «A sword swallower,» Garmann answers.
Winner of the Bologna Ragazzi Award 2007.
Two more titles on Garmann have been published to much acclaim in Norway and abroad:
Garmann's Street (2008), and Garmann's Secret (2010) - both so far sold to eleven countries.
Cappelen Damm Agency | foreignrights@cappelendamm.no | www.cappelendamm.no
So far sold to: Belarus, China, Denmark, Faroe Islands, France, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan,
The Netherlands, Palestina, Poland, Quatar, Republic Of Korea, Russia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, USA
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